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There is experimental evide nce t hat VLF signa ls propagating from west to east suffer 
less attenuation than from east to west. Earlier work t reating t he case of nonreciprocal 
propagation along t he magnetic equator is extended in latitude. T he nonreciprocity sh own 
by I I RII for highly oblique propagation a long t he magnetic equator p ersists when t he re
fl ection point moves towards a magnetic pole, but at the pole itself II RII i reciprocal. To 
a first approximatio n .L R.L is reciprocal at a ll magnetic lati tudes. The conversion co
e fficients II a.L, .L a ll , are greater for east-to-west propagation than for propagation in t h e 
opposite di rect io n, except at a magnetic pole where they are equal. 

1. Introduction 

There is now a considerable amount of experimental evidence [Crombie, 19.58; Taylor 
1960J showing that VLF propagation is nonreciprocal, sin cc VLF signals received from a west
erly quarter appeal' to suffer less attenuation than tho e received [rom the cast. A qualitative 
explanation of such behavior in terms of inten tCtions between the longitudinal movements of 
ionospheric electrons in the plane of incidence, a nd the transverse component of the ear th' 
magnetic field was given by Crombi e [1958]. 

Subsequently, Barber and Crombie [19 59] ralculated the reflection coefficient oJ a sharply 
bounded ionosphere and showed that this expJanation was con ect for the special case of waves 
pohtrized in the plane of incidence, propagati ng along the magnetic equator. This special 
case simplifi ed the calculation since the magnetic fi eld is hOl'izonttLI and transverse to the 
plane o[ incidence. 

It has also been shown [Crombie, 1960] that the nonrecipl'ocity which could be expected 
[rom the lack o[ reciprocity exhibited by the reflection coefficient does occur when mode theory 
is used . Wait [1960, 1961J and Wait and Spies [J 960], using some coeffirienLs derived from 
the numerical data of Johler [1961]' have shown that mode propagation depends on the direc
tion of propagation. More recently, Dobrott and I shimaru [1961J have also concluded that 
VLF propagation along t,he magnetic equator may be nonrecipro cal. 

It is the purpose of this paper to derive formulas for th e reflection coeffi cient of a sharply 
bounded ionosphere in the rather more general case where plan e waves are incident from the 
west, 01' from the east a t any magnetic latitude. 

2. Introductory Theory 

The s tarting poin t of this work is a paper by Yabroff [1 957a and bJ in which, following 
an outline by Bremmer [1949], h e derives perfectly general l'elationships between the fields in 
a sharply bounded ionosphere, and obtains the appropriate boundary equations. Yabroff 
considered the coordinate system shown in figure 1. The vertical direction is x and the earth's 
magnetic field H e is contained in the xz plane. The angle of incidence of the waves is f3 i' and 
the magnetic fi eld of the earth is inclined to the vertical at an angle f3e. Th e incident, refl ected 
and transmitted waves are described in the coordinate system x' ,y',z' in which for a wave 

1 Present address: Dominion Physical Laboratory, Lower Hutt, New Zealand. 
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FIGU RE 1. CooTdinate system . 
~~-.-------------+---z 'rho positi ve values of {3i and a i are measured clockwise 

from the posi ti ve x and z axes respecti vcly. 

y 

propagating in the (X i,(3i direction, z' is in the (X i,(3i+ 90° direction ; y' is directed in the (X i+ 90o, 
90° direction and x' is in the direction (X i, (3 i. The lower boundary of the supposedly uniform 
ionosphere is the xy plane. If z is magnetic north, then y is magnetic east. 

The incident plane wave F i can be written as 

F;= Re ..( FOi exp [j'.'!. (ct - x cos (3i-y sin (3i sin (Xi- z sin (3i cos (Xi)] 1-
l. c .J 

in which w= wave angular frequency, c'is·the velocity of light and t is time. Since the boundary 
conditions must be satisfied it follows that the wave in the ionosphere Fm, arising from this 
incident wave, must be of the form 

Fm= R e { Fom exp [j~ (c t - Dx- y sin (3i sin CXi-Z sin (3i cos ai) J} 
D may be regarded R,S th e cosine of the (complex) angle of refraction in the ionosphere. 

:Maxwell's equat ions and the equations of motion of an electron in a magnetic field can be 
wTitten as 

ol-I 
\l X,§=- }J.O o~ 

oE 
\lXl-I= -NeV+ ~o -=-- - ot 

in which, -e, m are the charge and mass of an electron, 
Y is th e electron velocity, 

j1 is the collision frequency, 

1 
J 

~o , }J.o are the permi ttivity and permeability of free space. 

(1) 

From these three equations the three components of lj and y may be eliminated giving tlu'ee 

eq nations relating the componen(;s of E. In matrix form these equations are: 

D jhT 
aT -/j2- h2 

(2) 
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wh er e 
s= (l - jZ)/X 

X = N e2jmEOw2= (normalized plasma frequency)2. 

Y = lloeI-Je/ wm = normalized gyro freq uency. 

Z = II j W = normalized collision frequency. 

aL= sin (3 i cos a i, aT= sin (3i sin a ;, a = sin (3 i . 

In order that 1£ be finite the determinant of (2) must be zero . Thu 

where 
b4= s(S2_ h2) -s2+ hi 

b3= 2aLhLhT 

b2= 2s[(1- a2)h2- (s- l ) (s - a2s- l) ] - hH l - al) - (2- a2)hl 

bI = - 2(1- a2)a,)/'£hT 

bo= (s- 1){ [ ( 1 - a 2)s- l r- ( 1 -a2) 2h~ cos2 a i} 

- ( 1 -a2)[ ( 1 - a2)s- 1 ] (h~ sin2 ai+ hi). (3a) 

Th e four complex values of D obtained from this quartic r epresen t th e two upgoing and two 
downgoing characteristic waves whi.ch caIl propagate independen tly in the m edium. Values of 
D with positive real and negative imaginary parts represenL upgoing waves . 

2.1. Boundary Equations 

Since the total tange ntial fields E y , E., H y , and H z must be continuous across the boundary, 
the following bound ary equations ar e ob ta ined : 

From E z: 

(4b) 

From H z: 

In these eq uations 

P= E yjE z=M - I{ - [ 1- a2 Sr~~~2)J [aLaT-j~Lh2J+[a1D+ j hh2J[aLD + S(~~~~/,2)J} 
(5) 

Q E IE M - l ( [ D+ hTh£ ] [ 2 D2 S ] [ jhL ] [ D jhr ] } = x. '- z= l - aL 8(S2_ h2) l - aL- -s2- h2 + aLaT- s2- h2 aT - s2- h2 

(6) 
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where J.11 is given by 

J.11= [ 1-a2- st;~t2)J[1 -al-D2-s2~ h2J-[aTD-j~h2J[aTD+ j~h2J 
and 

In which 

R = 1)oH x/E z= aT-aLP 

S = 1)oH y/E z= aLQ-D 

T= 1)oH z/E z= DP-aTQ. 

1)o= -J Mo/ Eo. 

2.2. Reflection Coefficient R 

This can be written in matrix form as 

R = I IIR II1-R II J. 
L IIR 1- 1-R 1-

(7) 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8c) 

(9) 

The fn'st subscript denotes whether the electric field is parallel (II ) or pendicular CL) to the 
plane of incidence, and the second subscrip t refers in the same way to the electric field of the 
reflected wave. The components of R are defined as follows: 

(lOa) . 

( lOb). 

(lOc) 

( lOd) 

The components of R are obtained by solution of the boundary eqs (4) for the appropriate 
pairs of electric fields. 

3. Application to Propagation Along a Line of Magnetic Latitude 

The work of Yabroff given above is perfectly general and expressions for t he reflection 
coefficient could be derived lor any direction of propagation, and 1'01' any orientation of t he mag
netic field. The labor involved would be excessive, however , and the resulting expressions 
cumbersome. The more practical approach to this general case is to use a comp uter for the 
solu tion of the boundary eqs (4) . This has been done by Johler and Walters [1960] for propa
gation in th e magnetic meridian. Johler [1961] has also calculated numerically, reflection coef
ficients for propagation at angles of 0°, 60°, 120°, 180°,240°, 300° to the magnetic meridian, 
omitting the directions 90 ° and 270 °, with which this paper is concerned. 

However, in the case of propagation along a line of maglletic latitude tI le expressions 
obtained for the reflection coefficient are relatively compact as will be shown below, although even 
in t his case t he algebra is very tedious. 

For magnetic east-to-west 01' west-to-east propagation O:i=90 ° or 270 °. Thus, aL= O. 
Making this su bstitu tion in eqs (4) gives for the boundary equations: 

where C= cos {3;. 

(8b) and (8c) reduce to T = DP- aTQ 

S=-D 
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(l1c) 
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while (5), (6), and (7) r educe to 

P= P'.l\d- I=l\d-I { j [ 1- a2 

The quantit ies Ni, P , Q, S, T , carry th e same subscripts as th e D which th ey contain . 

3 .1. Solution of Boundary Equations 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Th e boundary eqs (11) can be solved in t h e following way [or th e components or R. IIR II 

is taken as an example. From (lla) and (llb) 

R --E ' IE' Tl ('- PI + (E zz/E zl)(TzC- Pz). (17) 
II 11- z T z t T IC+ Pt+(E zz/E zl)(Tz('+ P2) 

From (ll c) a nd (lld), on pULting Ev'i=O iL follows t hat 

E zz/E zt = - (C+ DI)/(C+ D2). 

Subs LiLution of (18) in (17) g ives 

Similarl.v 

IIR II= Ll - 1[ (T I C-PI ) cr+ Dz) - (T 2('- P2) cr+ D t )], 

Ll = (TJ'+P I) (C+ D2)-(T2(,+ P2) (('+D1). 

II R 1. = Ll - 1[20(Dt- D2»), 
1. HII= Ll - t[2C(T IP2-T2Pt) L 

1.R 1. = Ll - 1[ (T 1('+ P I) (C- Dz) - (CT2 + P2) (C- DI)]. 

(1 ) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Substi tution [or T1J PI, T2 and P2 in th ese equaLions gi \Tes , after much work, th e following 
relaLivel.v compact expressions for II R II and 1.R 1. 

IIR II=Llil [ { j [( 1-;) C'DID2- Dg(C+Dt+ Dz) J+71, 7~a7' [C(C+ Dt+Dz)- D1Dz] }Lt:2- 7~) 

- 1]cDl+ D2)+ [ j (2D5+ : )-2(':7'71,7][ C2~71,2- 1) (D5+DtD2) +M~(s;~~~~2J] (24) 

1.R 1.=Ll j l [ { j [ D5(C-DI- D2)- DID2(1 -+) 0 J _ 71, 7'sa7' [DtDz-C(C+DI+ Dz)] }Lt:2-=-'~) 

- ll (DI+ D )+[ · (2D2+0~)+2(,h7.a7'J[(_8 _ _ 1) (D2+D1D )+ 71,~.- .h'iD IDzJ] ' 
-.l 2 J 0 S S 82 - 11,2 0 2 S(8 2- 1I,2) (25) 

in which 

Ll l = Ll;[82 '"\2 (D1- D2) J= { j [ ( 1-;) r D1D2+ D5 (r+ DI + Dz) J 
+ hT

:
7
• [C(C+ Dt+ Dz)+D1D2] }[st:z-=-'2) 1J (Dt+ Dz) 

+ .~ [(_S _. -1) (D2+ D1D?)+M- MD IDzJ 
J S 82- h2 0 - s(s2- h2) (26) 
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and D5= l -a2- 1/s, the value of D2 when there is no magnetic field present. 

Equation (22) reduces to 

Equation (2 1) reduces to 

When 1\1JN12 is expanded, it is found to contain terms involving Di+D~ and DiD~. 
respectively equal to - b2/bo and b4/bo in eq (3). Substitution of these in (28) gives, 
siclcrable reduction, 

which is identical to .LR I! . 

4. Discussion of Reflection Coefficient Formulas 

(27) 

(28) 

These are 
after con-

(29) 

These formulas have been checked under various limiting conditions to ensure that they 
conform with other published results. 

4.1. No Magnetic Field 

If the magnetic field is zero then [[ R [[ and .LR .L reduce to 

(D~+a2)C-Do 

(D5+ a2 )C+ Do 

C-Do 
.LR .L=C+Do 

while [[ R .L = .LR I!= O. These limiting forms were given by Yabroff [1959b] . 

4.2. Horizontal Magnetic Field 

If the magnetic field is horizontal, hL= O, hT= h, and (19) reduces to 

(30) 

From figure 1, hT is negative and for west-to-east propagation aT is also negative. In Barber 
and Crombie's paper [1959] their term equivalent to hTaT was taken as negative for west-to
east propagation, because of the different coordinate systems used by them. Bearing this 
in mind it is possible to show that (30) is identical with their earlier result. 

If in (25) hL= O then (25) reduces again to 

C-DJ ('-Do 
.LR .L = C+ DJ= C+ Do 

confirming the result of Barber and Crombie [1959]. It is easily seen from (27) and (29) that 
when hL= O both .LR [I and [[R .L become zero . 
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4 .3 . Vertical Incidence, Vertical Magnetic Field 

Here hT' aT, a become zero and 0 = 1. 
Substitution in (24), (25) , (27), (29) , give 

R R D1D2-1 R R . D 1- D2 

II 11=1. J.= (D1+ 1) (D2 + 1)' 1. [[ = 11 J.=J (D1+ 1)(Dz+ 1) 

which are results previously obtained by Bremmer [1949]. 

4 .4. Reciprocity 

The expressions (24), (25), (2 7), and (2 9) all contain hTaT. This is positive for west-to
east propagation and negative for east- to-west propagation. Thus, provided that hT is not 
zero, all the reflection coefficient terms may exhibit nonreciprocity. 

5 . Numerical Work 

III or'cler Lo evaluate Lhe expre ions for the reRection coeffi cienL it is necessary f-irsL of 
all tonnd Dl and D2 from (3) . For propagation along a, line of magnetic latitude aL= O n,nd 
(3) becomes a quadratic in D2. Thus 

and 

Substituling aL= 0 in to eqs (3a) gives 

bz= 2s [(1- aZ)h2 - s(s - 1) D~J-M- (2 - a2) M 

b ~- 4bob4=h4_2 (1- a2) h2h'i + 4s (s- l ) D6M + (1- a2)Zhi 

b4= s (s2--h2 ) - (S2- h'i). 

The values of D1, D2 hn,ving posiLi ve real and nega,tive imagil1ar~T parLs arc chosen~si nce)hese 
represent the upgoing " ordinary" fLnd "exLraordinar~T " WfLves in the ionosphere. 

Some special cases arc o( interest in obLaining the results of seeLion 4. 

Some approAi.mate calculations have been made for daytime conditions to show the effect of 
the angle of dip of the earth 's magnetic field on the four reflection coefficient terms using the 
formulas (24), (25), (27), and (29) developed above. The cfllculations are based on the Iol
lowi ng parameters: 

wo= 106 corresponding to fLn electron density :::<3 10/cc, 

v= 107/sec, w= 105/sec, ai:::< 78°80', 0 = 0.2. 

The earth 's magnetic fi eld has been taken as 0.5 gauss and the inclination of therreld to the 
vertical f3.=90 0, 60°, 30°, and 0°. Th e results of these calculations are shown in table L 
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90° ____________ 
GOo ____________ 
30° ____________ 
0° _____________ 

West to 
east 

O. 72/175° 
. 69/ 176° 
.67/ 179° 
. 59/180° 

East to 
west 

0.33/175° 
.38/1 76° 
.42/183' 
.59/180° 

TABLE 1 

West to 
cast 

0. 76/171° 
. 76/162° 
. 68/162° 
. 66/150° 

East to 
west 

0.76/17 1° 
· 76/102° 
· 68/ 160° 
· 66/150° 

West to 
cast 

0.0 
. 012/136' 
. 075/145° 
.083/153° 

East to 
west 

0.0 
.081/192° 
.122/177° 
.083/153° 

Horizontal field. 
------------ -- ------
----- - --------------
Vertical fi eld. 

'Fo r propagation in the Northern Hemisphere the pbase angle of II R J. and J. HII s hould be red uced by 180°. 

It is clearly seen from this table that IIRlb IIRJ. and J.RII all show nonreciprocal properties, 
whereas J.R J. does not. In the case of IIRII th e difference between east-to-west and west-to-east 
propagation is greatest at th e magnetic equator where the magnetic fieJd is horizontal , and 
gradually decreases as the reflection point moves nearer a magnetic pole. Nevertheless, the 
difference is very appreciable even when th e angle of dip is 60° (/3.=3 0°) . A t the pole, where 
the magnetic fi eld is vertical the two refl ection coefficients are equal, since there is then no 
transverse fi eld. 

At the magnetic equator ilRJ. and J.RII are zero _ 'When the magnetic field is inclined llRJ. and 
J.R II become finite , but again their values Jor east-to-west and west-to-east propagation differ. 
This difference again disappears at th e magnetic pole. 

D espi te the Jact tha t eq (25) for J.R J. contains aThT, i t seems from table 1 that, for the values 
of th e parameters used, J.R J. is essentially reciprocal. Thus in (25) th e variations due to the 
sign of aThT must, to a first approximation cancel. This presuma,bly will not necessarily occur 
for other values of the parameters. 

The above numerical calculations have been made fo r highly oblique incidence, since long 
distance VLF propagation is of in terest at present. However, th e formulas are applicable at 
any angle of incidence. Thus the predictions of the formulas could be tested by m aking obser
vations of IIRII and/or II R J. at points situated at equal distances to the west and east of a VLF 
transmitter. Al ternatively, observation of the ground-in terference pattern to the west and 
east of the transmitter could be m ade with airborne equipment. 

6 . Conclusions 

This paper extends the earlier work of Barber a nd Crombie [1959] to the case of west-to
east and east-to-west propagation at any m agnetic latitude. The nonreciprocity shown by 
IIE II for highly oblique propagation along th e magnetic equator persists when the refl ection 
point moves towards a magnetic pole, but at the pole itself IIR II is reciprocal. To a first approx
imation at least, J.R J. is reciprocal at all magnetic latitudes. However, the conversion coef
ficients IIR J., .LRII , which are shown to be equ al, are greater for east-to-west propagation than for 
propagation in the opposite direction, except at a magnetic pole where they are equal. 

The work described in this paper was done while the writer was on a short visit to the 
Boulder Laboratories of th e National Bureau of Standards. The writer wishes to express his 
appreciation for this opportunity, particularly to Dr. J. R. Wait through whom it was arranged. 
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